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A View from the West:
The Territories and
Federal Policy

JAMES MARTEN

"Johnny, " said a little three year old sister to an elder
brother of six, "Johnny, why can't we see the sun go back
where it rises?" "Why, sis, you little goosey, because it
would be ashamed to be seen going down east. "^
This homely quip from Denver's Rocky Mountain News reveals
more than the sectional pride common to the nineteenth century.
Underneath its tongue-in-cheek "boomer" sentiment lurks a serious and pervasive western perception of the East, a point of view
that historians have generally overlooked. Excellent studies
abound of eastern and European images of the trans-Mississippi
area and its inhabitants. They range from Henry Nash Smith's
path-breaking exploration of the mythic meanings of the American West, through Ray Allen Billington's presentation of
Europe's impressions of a schizophrenic American frontier, to
Robert G. Athearn's recent reflections on how western stereo1. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 23 Sept. 1867.
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types have endured or collapsed in the twentieth century. In
addition, Richard Slotkin has analyzed the ways in which Americans used frontier myths to explain and redress the consequences
of industrialization and expansionism in the nineteenth century.^
Few writers, however, have turned the tables and viewed the
East from a western vantage point.
Throughout the quarter century after 1865, residents of the
territories of Washington, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Dakota,
Utah, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico viewed the East within
the context of their struggle against what they perceived as eastern exploitation of and indifference and ignorance toward the
West. Common reactions within the territories toward the East's
handling of territorial government and Indian policy —both of
which were sadly mishandled and inadequate from the western
point of view —reveal the extent to which the "East" conjured up
a common set of negative images among western Americans.
Although in most cases territorial delegates and newspaper
editors, the most vocal spokesmen for the West, followed party
lines and shared the same partisan fervor that sparked politics
"back in the states," the issues of Indian policy and management
of territorial government separated them from eastern Republicans and Democrats. Many of the most outspoken territorial delegates espoused the Republican party and enjoyed close relations
with eastern politicians. Delegate Jefferson Parish Kidder of Dakota, for instance, had been a Democratic state's attorney, state
senator, and lieutenant governor from Vermont before he moved
to Minnesota, where he changed party affiliation in 1860 and
served in the state legislature, finally moving to Dakota in 1865.
Richard C. McCormick of Arizona participated in Republican politics in New York, losing a bid for Congress in 1862. After he had
served a short term as first chief clerk of the United States Department of Agriculture, his Washington connections earned him
the secretaryship and, later, the governorship of the new territory of Arizona. From 1869 to 1875, he returned to Washington as

2. Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950); Ray Allen Billington, Land of Savagery, Land of Promise: The European Image of the American Frontier in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1981); Robert G. Athearn,
The Mythic West in Twentieth-Century America (Lawrence: University Press of
Kansas, 1986); Richard Slotkin, The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier
in the Age of Industrialization, 1800-1890 (New York: Atheneum, 1985).
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Arizona's delegate. Following his territorial service, he became
first assistant secretary of the treasury and in the 1890s served
as congressman from his home state of New York. Other delegates had less stateside political experience, but men like William
Horace Clagett of Montana, William Corlett of Wyoming, and
Oscar Sherman Gifford of Dakota helped found the Republican
parties in their respective territories.'
An obvious fact presents itself here: most of the men thus far
labeled "westerners" had all been "easterners" before transplanting their loyalties to western soil. The ambition, opportunism, and energy that had brought them west characterized their
personalities and contributed to the rise of a collective western
image of the East. Western politicians and editors quickly assumed an "us and them" attitude toward their former home that
transcended their party affiliations and eastern backgrounds — at
least as far as territorial government and Indian policies were
concerned. Many factors inspired their rhetoric: their audiences;
their economic, social, and political status; the local and national
concerns of the year, month, or week; their experiences with particular officials or policies; and their personal stakes in the issues
being debated. Within the new environment, they had gained
power and/or readerships that altered their views of the East,
freeing them to speak their minds about affairs unique to the territories. Their rhetoric and writings reflected, at least at a public
and highly politicized level, a remarkably unified western impression of the East.*
The attitudes of territorial delegates and editors across the
West can be gleaned from speeches and newspapers. Such evi-

3. Who Was Who in America: Historical Volume, 1607-1896, rev. ed., (Chicago:
Marquis Who's Who, 1967), p. 363; Dan and Inez Morris, Who Was Who in American Politics (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1974), p. 396; B. P. Poore, comp.. The Political Register and Congressional Directory (Boston: Houghton, Osgood, & Co.,
1878), p. 330; Lewis Gould, Wyoming: A Political History, 1868-1896, Yale Western
Americana Series, no. 20 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), p. 25; Howard
Roberts Lamar, Dakota Territory, 1861-1889: A Study of Frontier Politics (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1956), pp. 168-69, 246.
4. Ronald H. Limbaugh correctly cautions against taking "anticarpetbag rhetoric" at face value. Although it was often grounded in truth, he writes in his study of
Idaho's territorial governors that it also "frequently served to hide deeper party
wars, factional intrigue, [and] personal and sectional rivalry . . . couched in political
terms" {Rocky Mountain Carpetbaggers: Idaho's Territorial Governors, 1863-1890
[Moscow: University Press of Idaho, 1982], pp. 11-12).
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dence indicates that these western spokesmen viewed easterners
as misguided and generally incompetent in their administration
of territorial affairs and Indian policy and that they blamed this
situation on corrupt partisan politics, an utter lack of interest in
the welfare of western folk, and simple ignorance of western matters. Most commentators agreed with the Idaho Tri-Weekly
Statesman in its remark regarding the Custer debacle in 1876:
"We are now reaping, in gory fullness, the bitter fruits of our
criminal errors in dealing with the Indian."^ Arizona Delegate
Richard C. McCormick explained the reasons for these "criminal
errors" when he "corrected" a representative from California
who had called the administration's Indian war policy in Arizona
a failure. "He and other gentlemen here should understand."
McCormick said before the United States House, "and the sooner
the better, that there has been no war policy in Arizona." Conflicting orders, unreliable supply systems, and "the shifting of the
Territory from one department to another" had resulted in
"weak, spasmodic, disconnected, defensive movements." McCormick added the frontier axiom, "to fight Indians on the defensive
is not to fight them at all."*
When a group of Indian commissioners proclaimed an 1867
council at North Platte a success, the Rocky Mountain News protested that the agreement only postponed trouble. The Indians
were not to blame, however, for why should they reject an accord
that gave them "the bone and sinews of war" —ammunition —in
exchange for few practical concessions on their part? The News
agreed that the meeting had achieved a success, "but one which
strikes a 'successful' blow at the interests and progress of our
great far west." Less than a year later, during a new round of Indian raids, the News asked. "Will the Government and the people
of the United States accept this outbreak as proof that we are
correct in our estimate of Indian character, and act accordingly?"
The same editorial warned that more troops should be sent west
"to protect the Indians, for we don't propose to be preyed upon
thus by these wild beasts with impunity."'
It is important to realize that westerners did not consistently
urge the extermination of their unfriendly neighbors. Minnesota
5. Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman (Boise), U July 1876.
6. U.S., Congress, House, Congressional Globe, Appendix, 42d Cong., 2d sess.,
1872, p. 397.
7. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 1 Oct. 1867, 29 Aug. 1868.
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Congressman William Windom, for instance, favored meeting
treaty obligations and other commitments over the more costly
and dangerous alternative of fighting the Indians. On the other
hand, westerners sometimes enforced their own Indian policy. In
April 1871, about one hundred fifty members of Tucson's "Committee on Public Safety," enraged over a recent double murder of
whites by Indians, attacked an Aravaipa Apache encampment
and killed over one hundred Indians — mainly women and children. Although 104 whites, Hispanics, and Papago Indians were
indicted for their roles in this "Camp Grant Massacre," a jury
took only nineteen minutes to declare them innocent."
Most of the time, however, the majority of westerners realized
that continued growth in the population and economy of their region depended upon peace, and their chief demands were for protection and stability. Westerners and easterners did not, in fact,
disagree over the ends of Indian policy; both groups concurred
that white civilization must replace the chaotic melange of Indian
cultures that loosely occupied the western half of the United
States. They did disagree over the means of effecting that transition, however. As Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., writes, the East and
the West "differed about the desirability as well as possibility of
achieving expansion with honor if this end had to wait for the 'civilization' of the Indians." Westerners "doubted whether Indians
were capable of such a drastic transformation."'
In the meantime, they looked to the federal government to rid
them of their Indian problems but received decidedly mixed
results. Post-Civil War federal Indian policy —especially President Ulysses S. Grant's famous Peace Policy —was aimed at
peacefully resolving Indian-white conflicts, and commissioners
negotiated dozens of treaties with Indian representatives. Unfortunately, many tribes or bands refused to submit to these agreements and carried on their own futile campaigns of resistance.
The government responded to such recalcitrance harshly, leading
to a series of Indian wars that plagued the "peaceful" 1860s and
1870s. Westerners no doubt perceived vacillation in this dual pol-

8. Robert S. Salisbury, "William Windom, the Sioux, and Indian Affairs," South
Dakota History 17 (Fall/Winter 1987): 202-22; Jay J. Wagoner, Arizona Territory,
1863-1912: A Political History (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1970), pp.
128-31.
9. Berkhofer, The White Man's Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978), pp. 148-49.
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icy; the presence of dangerous —if often small —groups of Indians
disinclined to cooperate with white peacemakers always presented settlers with examples of the "failure" of the government's Indian program.^"
A few thousand miles to the east in the nation's capital, territorial delegates also exhibited disgust over the sorry state of territorial administration. Their criticism stemmed from the stagnation that plagued the territorial system during the decades
following the Civil War. While the United States Congress created twelve territories between 1850 and 1868, only four of them
-Kansas (1861), Nevada (1864), Nebraska (1867), and Colorado
(1876)—had become states before 1889. A flurry of bills passed in
that and the following year admitted North and South Dakota,
Montana, Washington, Idaho, and Wyoming, but Utah waited
until 1896, and Arizona and New Mexico did not become states
until 1912, after languishing under territorial administration for
sixty-two years. During the statehood drought of 1868 to 1889,
when only Colorado procured a star on the American flag, nine
separate territories occupied much of the western Great Plains,
the Rocky Mountains, the far Southwest, and the Pacific Northwest—nearly a third of the contiguous United States.
In the years leading up to the Civil War, legislators in Washington, D.C, had used the western territories as political battlegrounds in the great sectional struggle. As a result. New Mexico
and Utah were organized under the Compromise of 1850; Kansas
and Nebraska tested popular sovereignty in 1854; and, in 1861,
the Republican Congress hurriedly sliced the territories of Dakota, Nevada, and Colorado from Nebraska, Utah, and Kansas, respectively, to secure them for the Union. After the war, however,
the urgency drained from the territorial question, and the national political spotlight turned to reconstructing the South. In short,
to postwar eastern politicos, the territories represented "Indian
wars and mines, future congressmen and present patronage, but
not a great constitutional and administrative problem." Indeed,
their administration was scattered among the Departments of
State, Interior, Treasury, Justice, and War until 1873, when the
10. My brief discussion of federal Indian policy is drawn from Francis Paul
Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indian, abr. ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), pp. 152-80, and Robert M.
Utley, The Indian Frontier of the American West, 1846-1890 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984), pp. 99-125.
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Department of the Interior received nominal control. Even if diligent attention had been paid to the territories, this lack of centralized control would have caused confusion, but officials in
Washington "spar[ed] only a modicum of attention from business
of different and more pressing import," stuffing the territories into various pigeonholes and ignoring them."
Frequent complaints from the territories about their "colonial"
relationship with the federal government and about the caliber of
territorial officials were, in part, an outgrowth of entrepreneurial
plans to exploit rich mineral deposits, cash in on railroad
schemes, and supply new markets with cattle and other commodities. The West attracted crowds of opportunists eager to exploit
its vast resources. Some of those entrepreneurs wrangled territorial positions for themselves and for years dominated the whirlwind of territorial politics. As a result, according to Howard
Lamar, the pioneers suffered under the regimes of "broken-down
hack politicians," the majority of whom "were so inept or corrupt,
or both, that territorial government was usually of a poor
quality."''' Although territories farther east may have borne similar crosses, they carried them for shorter periods of time than
those in the West. The average post-Civil War territory played
bridesmaid to statehood for thirty-four years.
Delegates to Congress savagely attacked the abuses evident in
the territorial system." During debate over a bill requiring the
president to choose governors from among territorial residents,
Martin Maginnis, the "Little Giant" of Montana and leader of the
territorial delegation to Congress during the 1870s, struck a rep11. Earl S. Pomeroy, The Territories and the United States, 1861-1890: Studies
in Colonial Administration (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1947),
quotes on pp. 2, 14.
12. Lamar, Dakota Territory, p. 18. Another negative interpretation of territorial officers can be found in Clark C. Spence's survey of Montana's appointed officials. Territorial Politics and Government in Montana, 1864-89 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1975), pp. 232-55. Historians have begun to revise these unflattering stereotypes, arguing that many territorial appointees were honest and contributed to the region's economic and political development. See, for instance,
George W. Collins, "Colorado's Territorial Secretaries," Colorado Magazine 43
(Summer 1966): 185-208, and Limbaugh, Rocky Mountain Carpetbaggers. According to Lewis L. Gould, "natives" of Wyoming had captured control of the territory's
political system by 1880. Wyoming: A Political History, pp. 61-63.
13. Ironically, it was not unusual for a delegate or editor to assail territorial
abuses while at the same time participating in "ring" politics and unethical business schemes or benefitting from the federal patronage practices about which
westerners bitterly complained.
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resentative pose when he stated that eastern politics proscribed
the territories' admission as states." Their only hope, he claimed,
was to improve the existing system, "which I undertake to say is
the most infamous system of colonial government that was ever
seen on the face of the globe." He compared nineteenth-century
territories to the eighteenth-century American colonies, asking:
"What are those Territories? They are the colonies of your Republic, situated three thousand miles away from Washington by
land, as the thirteen colonies were situated three thousand miles
away from London by water." The forefathers, alleged Maginnis,
"when they threw off the yoke of Great Britain established a colonial government as much worse than that which they revolted
against as one form of such government can be worse than another." i= Many critics of the territorial system followed the same
argument.
Westerners articulated their perceptions of easterners by hurling vindictive at the politicians who received territorial appointments. The Idaho TrirWeekly Statesman blamed the spoils system for giving jobs to "impecunious adventurers" who "have no
interest of any kind in the territory beyond drawing their respective salaries with as little labor as possible."" In 1878, the Mesilla
Valley Independent lamented the difficulty of finding judges to
fill two of New Mexico's three districts: "We now have but one
district judge in the Territory, and six months or a year will roll
around before 'place hunters' can be found who will accept the
judgeship[s]... longer than to pay a flying trip to the Territory,
draw a year's pay, and resign."" A young lawyer in Dakota Territory grumbled about a district judge who, "except for a few days
now and then," had not held court for six months. "Our calendars
are crowded," he wrote relatives back east, "litigation is discouraged, cases in court delayed beyond all reason."'» The system
tended to bring less-than-scrupulous administrators and judges
to the territories, and Delegate William Henry Hooper of Utah
14. Clark C. Spence, Montana: A Bicentennial History (New York: W. W. Norton
& Co., 1978), p. 83.
15. U.S., Congress, House, Congressional Record, 48th Cong., 1st sess., 1884,15,
pt. 3: 2780.
16. Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman, 27 Apr. 1869.
17. Mesilla Valley Independent, 1 June 1878.
18. J. Leonard Bates, ed., Tom Walsh in Dakota Territory: Personal Correspondence of Senator Thomas J. Walsh and Elinor C. McClements (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1966), p. 192.
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listed for the benefit of the House several unsavory episodes created by the appointment of "the debris of the legal profession and
the discarded of political conventions." As one of several "recognized dumping grounds for political garbage." Utah suffered her
share of corrupt politicians. Hooper claimed that one Utah judge
sold his seat in return for a year of his successor's salary and
revealed the buying of judicial decisions in a neighboring territory. Even more offensive was the judge who "open[ed] court in a
condition of inebriety with a harlot seated by his side on the
bench.""
Partisan politics resulted in abuses worse than that of providing jobs for out-of-work political hacks. Delegate Oscar Sherman
Gifford of Dakota accused congressional Democrats of stalling
the admission of territories as states to prevent new Republicans
from entering the Senate. In a speech made just before Dakota
Territory became North Dakota and South Dakota. Gifford
argued that the territories were entitled to statehood and criticized Congress's use of its own "discretion" in admitting new
states. According to Gifford. "to refuse [Dakota] admission
is
a burlesque upon the name of discretion." The "Majority of the
House" had done "violence to the very name of discretion" by
"neglecting and refusing, during [the last four years] to give even
a moment's time to the question of the admission of Dakota or any
other Territory." He concluded with his definition of the sort of
discretion Congress had displayed: "We call it in Dakota . . . the
very height of partisan blindness and folly, of injustice and tyranny."^"
19. Congressional Globe, 42d Cong., 3d sess., 1873, p. 946. Historians have also
begun to revise the generally negative stereotype of territorial jurisprudence.
John D. W. Guice modifies the parasitical image of carpetbag judges in the territories in his The Rocky Mountain Bench: The Territorial Supreme Courts of Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming, 1861-1890, Yale Western Americana Series, no. 23
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972), arguing that builders as well as rogues
came west and that the former contributed to economic progress in the region by
creating workable systems of mineral and water law. In his quantitative study of
territorial judges, Kermit L. Hall maintains that while members of the judiciary
hardly came from the dregs of society, they did suffer from chronic job insecurity
by participating in a highly politicized system. "Hacks and Derelicts Revisited:
American Territorial Judiciary, 1789-1959," Westem Historical Quarterly 12 (July
1981): 273-89.
20. Congressional Record, 50th Cong., 2d sess., 1889,20, pt. 1:818. Democrats enjoyed a majority of 169 to 156 in the House, while Republicans outnumbered Democrats in the Senate 39 to 37. John Clements, Chronology of the United States (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1975), p. 114.
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Such cavalier disregard for the citizens of the West acquired
even more sinister overtones in the editorial response of the
Rocky Mountain News to a demand in the 1868 New York Democratic Party platform for a reduction in the army. The News
claimed that already there were not half enough soldiers in the
country to protect citizens from the Ku Klux Klan and Indians.
Apparently, the reduction plank reversed an earlier position held
by Democratic presidential candidate Horatio Seymour of New
York, for the News exploded: "Men get up here, for the purpose
of making political capital, with our butchered people round
them, and ask 'Have we a Government? If we were black we
would be protected.' And as soon as the mangled corpses are
buried, denounce the Government for its extravagance in taking
steps for defense! What shall, what can be said of such miserable
demagoguerism? ... They gloat over these Indian outrages
because they can use them to make votes.""
Western spokesmen considered good government in their territories to be a casualty of eastern opportunism. The fact that citizens of territories could not vote in national elections, combined
with the nonvoting status of their delegates to Congress, naturally created an antagonism toward the East. They were not fully
represented in Washington, and, from their point of view, they
were merely pawns in the political games played in the halls of
Congress and in the columns of eastern newspapers. Although
such complaints about political maneuvering and spoilsmanship
implied a desire among westerners to be left alone, the contradictory opinion that the East paid too little attention to the West
was more prevalent.
According to many territorial residents, sheer thoughtlessness
on the part of easterners kept westerners from getting their fair
share of government protection and benefits and often prevented
the admission of territories as states. Richard C. McCormick of
Arizona led the attack against eastern inattention to western
needs in two speeches before the House of Representatives.
McCormick, a master territorial politician whose expertise
earned him the nickname "Slippery Dick,"^^ spoke in April 1872 of
21. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 5 Sept. 1868. The federal army shrank from its
huge wartime strength of around one million to just under thirty-seven thousand
by 1869; these men were stationed at over two hundred fifty army posts. Russell F.
Weigley, History of the United States Army (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1967), pp. 267, 567.
22. Lamar, The Far Southwest, 1846-1912: A Territorial History, Yale Western
Americana Series, no. 12 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), p. 444.
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the general lack of interest among his colleagues in territorial
matters. He blamed the "unfortunate and disgraceful state" of Indian affairs in his territory on the existence in Congress of "indifference . . . to the earnest appeals of the settlers for a rigorous Indian policy . . . [and] the inclination, despite an array of facts to
the contrary, to believe Arizona wholly a barren and worthless
possession." He continued, "So much, indeed, as there has been of
settlement and development may be said to have been made in
spite of rather than through Government aid or encouragement."''' His overtures to the Committee on Military Affairs two
years earlier had gone unheard "because of its exclusive devotion
to the comparatively unimportant matter of investigating certain
appointments to West Point," even as "some dozen of the
[region's] hardy and substantial settlers . . . were consigned to untimely graves by the arrow or bullet of the barbarous Apache."
He also asserted, "the United States Government would have declared war against every Power in Europe" had an equal number
of "its citizens been so murdered there for want of proper protection" as had been slain by Indians in any two of the previous
twenty-four months."
Late in 1871, McCormick proposed that the House reserve one
day each month for the consideration of territorial issues. By the
end of January 1873, however, his bill "still slumber[ed] in the indifferent hands of the committee to which it was referred." Only
one territorial delegate had been appointed to a House committee, "while there are a half score of committees for the particular
duties of which they are, by familiarity with western interests
and wants, especially qualified." Finally, even though legislation
of interest to the territories had recently been passed, "what [the
delegates] have obtained is but as a drop in the bucket to what is
"
Many other delegates and editors supported McCormick's assertion. Delegate Moses K. Armstrong chided the government in
1872 for neglecting to provide opportunities for railroad building

23. Congressional Globe, Appendix, 42d Cong., 2d sess., 1872, p. 399.
24. Ibid., p. 397.
25. Congressional Globe, Appendix, 42d Cong., 3d sess., 1873, p. 220. Colorado
Delegate Jerome B. Chaffee served on the Committee on Territories during both of
his terms in office (1871-1875). U.S., Congress, House, Standing and Select Committees of the House of Representatives of the United States, House Misc. Doc. No. 3
(Serial 1524), 42d Cong., 2d sess., 1872-1873, p. 5; Pomeroy, The Territories and the
United States, p. 147.
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in Dakota; his territory suffered "without an acre of land or a dollar in money granted by Congress for the building of railroads
within her borders since her territorial existence of eleven
years."" The Olympia Transcript maintained that it was the duty
of the federal government to clear obstructions from the rivers
and streams running down to Puget Sound, but that it had been
"niggardly in its expenditures for public works in Washington
Territory."^' Delegate Maginnis of Montana believed that Congress ignored the territorial judicial system —the most "hateful"
consequence of territorial administration —because "it seems to
be the prevalent opinion . . . that the causes to be tried . . . are unimportant, and that any one who ha[s] the name of lawyer is quite
competent to try them."^° The Rocky Mountain News judged the
third session of the Forty-second Congress a failure because it
had done "nothing much of interest to the west." Although the
News usually supported Republican policies, the fact that Republicans enjoyed comfortable majorities in both houses of Congress
apparently made little difference this time. In the view of the editor, "There never was a session of Congress so illy calculated to
perform its duties and enact necessary legislation.""
Delinquent payments of claims resulting from Indian depredations were among the most frequently mentioned indicators of
eastern indifference to western needs. Some citizens waited a
decade or longer to be reimbursed for military service, damaged
property, or the deaths of loved ones —if the government accepted their claims at all. Territorial legislatures and delegates
bombarded Congress with memorials and bills to relieve the victims of Indian raids. To illustrate the extent to which neglect had
infiltrated the government bureaucracy. Delegate McCormick
recited Mark Twain's satire of an attempt to collect a claim
related to the tomahawk murder of beef contractor John Wilson
Mackenzie. The fictional dialogue between the treasury official
and the claimant parodies the complexities of governmental red
tape and concludes with the clerk's instructions to the claimant:
"You must get the tomahawk. You must produce the Indian and
the tomahawk. If Mackenzie's death can be proven by these you

26. Congressional Globe, Appendix, 42d Cong., 2d sess., 1872, p. 57.
27. Olympia Transcript (Olympia, Wash.), 13 Oct. 1883.
28. Congressional Record, 48th Cong., 1st sess., 1884, 15, pt. 3: 2778, quoted in
Pomeroy, The Territories and the United States, p. 54.
29. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 11 Mar. 1873.
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can then go before the commission appointed to audit claims with
some show of getting your bill under such headway that your children may possibly live to receive the money and enjoy it." McCormick maintained that, although exaggerated, the story "gives
hardly more than a fair illustration of the absurd technicalities"
required in filing claims against the government.'"
While westerners thus blamed the many wrongs inherent in
the territorial system on eastern incompetence, demagoguery,
and neglect, another frequently expressed reason for their problems was the easterner's simple ignorance of western geography,
conditions, and people. Arizona's McCormick claimed that those
who chose to "remain in the luxurious ease and security of the old
States,... in blissful ignorance of the hardships, the privations,
and the perils which beset the pathway of the pioneer," cared little for their western "brethren" and knew little about the real
West. "So profoundly unconcerned is the average member of Congress upon all that relates to the Territories," McCormick told
those average members in 1873, "that if he speaks of them at all it
is only to blunder as to their locality, area, resources, capabilities,
population, or needs," resulting in their dismissing as "preposterous" the territories' requests for admission to the Union.^' The
Rocky Mountain News editorialized in 1876 that Custer's death
would only further confuse easterners about the West and harm
the economies of the territories because sheer ignorance would
create the impression that wild Indians rampaged throughout the
country between the Mexican and Canadian borders. "The states
people," claimed the News, "have vague ideas of distance, and the
canon in which Custer and those with him met their death[s] is liable to be located anywhere between Long and Pike's Peaks, while
very likely in the extreme east, the Platte is supposed to be the
river from which Gen. Reno at last got water." These misconceptions, it was feared, would reinforce previous eastern anxieties
and restrict the flow of settlers and investors. The article concluded, "the injury done the entire region ... will be almost irreparable."'^
Western newspapers attempted to educate the East about the
resources and virtues of the West. In 1867, the Rocky Mountain
News voiced hopes that the Colorado officials retreating east for
30. Congressional Record, Appendix, 43d Cong., 2d sess., 1875, pp. 200-201.
31. Congressional Globe, Appendix, 42d Cong., 3d sess., 1873, p. 219.
32. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 3 July 1876.
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the winter would not only enjoy Washington's "constant round of
social gayety [sic] and political excitement" but would also
"spread the fame of the west to diffuse a more correct knowledge
of our position and resources."^^ Editors tempted eastern farmers
with stories of unimaginably fertile land and boasted to capitalists of equally unlimited resources in a region where every small
"city" furnished a perfect spot for a railroad junction or terminus.
Promoters directed most of their "boomer" propaganda toward
the potential neighbors and capitalists "back in the states." who
remained unenlightened about the territories. The Montana Post
promoted "splendid openings for capitalists" with "opportunities
for making rapid fortunes" and guaranteed that men would find
riches and women would find men if they trekked west." The
Olympia Transcript cried that Washington State "wants a boom
of capitalists." claiming that "no town on the coast has a finer situation or advantages" than Olympia, which "must soon be the
center of large manufacturing and commercial interests."''
In the view of western editors and delegates, easterners displayed their ignorance most often in their ideas about Indians.
Editorials and speeches constantly attacked eastern perceptions
and policies regarding the Indians, and. as a result, the West
came to view eastern attitudes as major obstacles in its struggle
to advance civilization. Westerners fought eastern ignorance on
several fronts, but their argument typically focused on the unseemly humanitarianism of easterners and on their own belief
that those who lived in the presence of Indians were best qualified to judge them. Throughout western discussions of Grant's
Peace Policy. Indian atrocities, battles, corruption within the reservation system, and alternative solutions ran a belief that authorities in Washington and other points east knew absolutely
nothing about the West they administered.
The Montana Post moaned. "Is it not rather hard upon Mountaineers that Indian affairs should be directed by men who have
never seen a breech-clout, a scalp, or a tomahawk, outside of a museum?" The editor continued with the portrayal of a "typical"
eastern couple, "sitting at breakfast, with their slippered feet
warmed by a sea-coal fire." The husband, "while reading the sensation headings of the Milk-and-Water Express, or the Shilly33. Ibid., 26 Sept. 1867.
34. Montana Post (Helena), 30 Sept. 1865.
35. Olympia Transcript, 4 Mar. 1882.
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Shally Beacon," addresses his wife, saying, " 'That savage. Gen.
Connor, my dear, is murdering our red brethren, on Powder
River. It's enough to bring a curse on the country. Pass the muffins, and give me half a cup of coffee. Is it not shocking?—not
quite so much milk, my love. He ought to be hanged, oughtn't he?
My heart bleeds for the slaughtered children of the Plains. The
muffin is quite tough, Mary.' "^^ Delegate William W. Corlett of
Wyoming tapped a similar vein when he labeled those favoring leniency for the Indians as "excessively good persons whose visionary namby-pamby minds are wholly possessed by impracticable
schemes for human amelioration.""
Moses K. Armstrong of Dakota elaborated on Corlett's statement, rejecting "the old and oft-repeated argument of philanthropists and theorists" that white men usually instigated Indian
wars. "This declaration... is thoughtlessly made by men who
look at and admire the 'noble red man' as pictured in the distance
through the romance and poetry of enthusiastic and imaginative
authors." Furthermore, "many prominent Christian statesmen
and distinguished philanthropists . . . [are] so blinded by sympathy for the heathen races that they openly avow their belief
that the Indians of the West, "who grope in their predatory dens
beyond the light of Christianity and civilization, are among the
most noble and praiseworthy creatures on earth." Concluded
Armstrong, "This opinion to a great extent pervades in the Halls
of Congress and at the Departments of the Government."^°
Richard McCormick also doubted that anyone living on the
eastern seaboard had the expertise to construct a just Indian policy. In his view, even those administrators who traveled among
the tribes probably obtained skewed notions about the Indians.
The Arizona delegate regarded the reports written by "special
agents and commissioners, who are often absent from Washington but a few weeks or months and who see the Indian in his holiday garb or on his best behavior" as hardly "worth the paper they
are written upon, and serve only to mislead the Government and
the public."^' Eastern newspapers added to this promulgation of
false information. The Rocky Mountain News ridiculed the

36. Montana Post, 7 Oct. 1865.
37. Congressional Record, Appendix, 45th Cong., 2d sess., 1878, p. 222.
38. Congressional Record, Appendix, 43d Cong., 1st sess., 1874, p. 8.
39. Ibid., p. 503.
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doubts expressed in & New York Tribune article concerning the
validity of the contents of a letter it had received from a Colonel
A. K. McClure, who had recently toured the West and who avidly
promoted a harsh Indian policy: "Colonel McClure is, and has
been, all summer in the midst of the Indian war. The Tribune editor evidently has not been out of his sanctum, and it seems to us
simply impertinent for him thus to slur [McClure's] reliability."""
Perhaps the most venomous attack on the East leapt from an
1886 issue of the Tucson Arizona Daily Star when it cried, "Now
ye howling and hypocritical humanitarians of the east, who with a
sickly sentimentality, adore these savage cutthroats, behold the
thousands of little boys and girls in your midst starving from poverty. And yet you give to the savage fiends of your bounty and
sympathy." The diatribe continued, "What has ever caused your
writers . . . to dip their pens in gall, paint their imaginations with
thoughts of crime, stir up their sentimental souls with demoniac
tales and blind their judgment with frenzied madness against the
pioneers of these territories?""'
Some western newspapers advocated a policy of educating
easterners by sending the Indians to them. Sante Fe's Weekly
New Mexican proposed removing the Apaches "to a small reservation in New England and the middle s t a t e s , . . . and while they
are educating and civilizing these barbarians, the Indian philanthropists of the East will necessarily become educated themselves as to the true character of these people.""^ Shortly after
the Ghost Dance massacre at Wounded Knee, the Reporter and
Farmer in Webster, South Dakota, lashed out at the "incensed
humanitarians of the effete e a s t . . . sorrowing so for the poor Indian
[If] they feel so bad about the late slaughter at Pine
Ridge they ought to come west and marry the whole Sioux nation
and propagate a new race.""' The Iroquois Chief, also in South Dakota, had earlier suggested solving the Indian question "by sending the Indians east to board 'round with the 'philanthropists.' """
40. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 29 Nov. 1867.
41. Arizona Daily Star, 7 Oct. 1886, quoted in John A. Turcheneske, Jr., "The
Arizona Press and Geronimo's Surrender," Journal of Arizona History 14 (Summer
1973): 145.
42. Weekly New Mexican., 11 Nov. 1879, quoted in Porter A. Stratton, The Territorial Press of New Mexico, 183Í-1912 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1969), pp. 121-22.
43. Webster Reporter and Farmer, 8 Jan. 1891.
44. Quoted in the Daily Huronite (Huron, S.Dak.), 29 Nov. 1890.
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The Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman also suggested that face-toface encounters with Indians would make a world of difference to
eastern administrators. It cynically predicted that Grant's policy
of allowing religious denominations to run the Indian agencies
would not cure the epidemic of corruption in the Indian service.
Its editor wrote that a Quaker missionary "is quite as much of a
human as other folks only he don't know it." Although he would
go to work "fully determined to render Lo all that is h i s . . . he
will fall from grace before the next democratic president will get
a chance to turn him out of office."^^ The Montana Post likewise
believed that a liberal education in the West would improve Indian policy considerably: "Every Eastern man who administers Indian affairs ought to be qualified by being chased for his life once
or twice, by the painted demons, in full cry, and by seeing some
score or two of the mutilated bodies of women and children, the
victims of the redskins." The sight of the "grinning skull and calcined bones of the poor pilgrim, chained to a wagon wheel and
roasted to death with his own blazing bacon," the editorialist continued, "would assist them in coming to a right conclusion, and a
couple of months of picket duty, at night, in the Indian country,
would leave them better able to discuss treaties with the murdering and lustful robbers of the Plains.""'
Short of shipping the problem east or the philanthropists west,
many newspapermen and delegates hoped to educate the easterners about western life, and the Indian wars provided them with
plenty of grist for their mills of terror. In their "bleached bones"
horror stories, speakers and writers listed the hardships settlers
faced on the plains or in the mountains, detailing the constant
battles with drought, blizzards, insects, isolation, and, of course,
Indians. Westerners using this formula described spectacles of
horror designed to shock weak-stomached easterners into acknowledging the "reality" of the West. Those on the scene, it was
implied, were all too familiar with incidents of "husbands . . . shot
down at the plow," of "little boys' brains dashed out before their
mothers' eyes," and of girls "taken into a captivity worse than
death.""
Various events and crises provided occasions for new protests.
Representative Ignatius Donnelly of Minnesota remembered the
45. Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman, 27 Mar. 1869.
46. Montana Post, 7 Oct. 1865.
47. Olympia Transcript, 9 May 1868.
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1862 Sioux Uprising with an attack on Indian policy: "When I
have looked upon the humble homestead of the frontiersman in
ashes, and beheld the corpse of its owner lying gashed and bloody
beside it, I could not but trace home the terrible responsibility for
all this evil to this Capitol."" In a June 1876 speech urging the annexation of the Black Hills to Dakota, Delegate Jefferson Parish
Kidder reminded listeners of his twenty years on the frontier,
and remarked that he had "had an opportunity to know as much
by ocular observation as a man who has never crossed going
westward the Hudson or Mississippi Rivers." His use of the
graphic image of "Sitting Bull and his associated chiefs...
shak[ing] their bloody girdles of white men's scalps, on some of
which the human gore has not yet coagulated" was ironic, for the
Last Stand of the Seventh Cavalry had occurred just four days
earlier and was as yet unknown to the outside world.*' When
Geronimo's captors dealt less severely with him than the Arizona
Daily Citizen had hoped, its editor heard "the prolonged shrieks
of the outraged men and women and the agonizing groans of the
martyred men whose bleaching bones have been gathered by
strange hands and laid away in shallow graves."^" In listing the
faults of the territorial system during the 1889 debate over the
Omnibus Bill admitting South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana,
and Wyoming as states. Delegate Joseph Kemp Toole of Montana
exclaimed, "The history of our early settlement is red with the
blood of the pioneers who blazed the trails of civilization in these
remote lands by the lurid light of their burning homes, which
went down in ashes before the merciless savage."^'
Of course, most westerners had not witnessed such gruesome
scenes, but they occurred often enough to keep the spectacle of
Indian uprisings in the minds and imaginations of western settlers. The army estimated that civilian casualties at the hands of
Indians totalled 461 killed and 116 wounded between 1866 and
1891. The 1862 massacre of over four hundred Minnesota men,
women, and children —which accounted for the bulk of those victims and for a time left southern Minnesota nearly deserted —had
truly horrified Americans. By the early 1870s, southern Arizona

48. Congressional Globe, Appendix, 38th Cong., 2d sess., 1865, p. 62.
49. Congressional Record, 44th Cong., 1st sess., 1876, 4, pt. 5: 4255.
50. Arizona Daily Citizen, 18 Sept. 1886, quoted in Turcheneske, "The Arizona
Press and Geronimo's Surrender," p. 142.
51. Congressional Record, 50th Cong., 2d sess., 1889, 20, pt. 1: 821.
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had likewise been virtually abandoned because of Apache raids."
The western and eastern media avidly gathered real and imaginary stories of Indian atrocities, raising anxieties and keeping
alive misconceptions that plagued Indian-white relations for
decades. Both the press and the public eagerly sought out bona
fide accounts of depredations; Rozene ("Rose") Meeker, daughter
of Nathan C. Meeker, a Colorado Indian agent who was killed in
1879 by Ute Indians (his wife and another daughter were captured), lectured on her family's tragedy all over the country. A
broadside advertising her public lecture declared. "A dead Indian
can be trusted, a live one never."" As Glenda Riley writes about
emigrants to the West. "With the specter of the savage always
before them, trail people were frequently less than calm and rational in their dealings with American Indians."" That migrants
— and. indeed, many westerners —"were clearly primed for
trauma" in their contacts with and reflections on Indians no
doubt shaped their response to federal Indian policy and added a
sense of urgency to their rhetoric."
Wyoming Delegate William Corlett. who shared those attitudes toward American Indians, approached eastern misconceptions about western realities from a different angle when he accused the East of ignoring its own history. In 1878. Corlett
warned "Eastern philanthropists" against making "discreditable
insinuations against the character of the pioneers of the country."
He defended the West by arguing that the present struggle "is
the natural struggle between civilization and barbarism
wherever they come in contact. The same scenes are being enacted now that took place in ... every State east of the Mississippi River, until the white race obtained the mastery and possessed
itself of the soil." Corlett concluded. "In view of the history of this
country our brothers and cousins of the early settled regions of
the country are estopped from alleging inhumanity on the part of
our western people.""
52. Robert C. Carriker, "The American Indian from the Civil War to the
Present," in Historians and the American West, ed. Michael P. Malone (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1983), p. 183; Utley, Indian Frontier, pp. 76-81;
Wagoner, Arizona Territory, pp. 18-23.
53. Quoted in David Fridtjof Halaas, "Worlds Apart: Indians and Whites in Nineteenth-Century Colorado," Colorado Heritage 1984, no. 2: 46.
54. Glenda Riley, "The Specter of a Savage: Rumors and Alarmism on the Overland Trail," Westem Historical Quarterly 15 (Oct. 1984): 427.
55. Ibid., p. 444.
56. Congressional Record, Appendix, 45th Cong., 2d sess., 1878, p. 224.
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In 1867, the Rocky Mountain News urged the territorial delegates to tiie upcoming session of the Fortieth Congress to "unite
their labors ... and demand of congress and the nation a hearing
of our grievances." Residents wanted legislation enacted to
secure protection from the "savage foe" who had "stopped immigration, turned away capital, paralyzed our industry, increased
the rates of living and of wages, broken our lines of communication, and endangered the security of life and property." Such protection was warranted as a "simple birthright of every citizen."
In fact, stated the News, "If one class of men are more worthy of
protection than another, it is those who have carried the flag and
institutions of the nation into new and unexplored regions . . . and
given a new promise of progress to the nation." The article also
called for action against the discriminatory postal taxes on the
territories and for aid in developing territorial resources. It concluded with a stirring call for unity on behalf of the West as a region: "The west, then, is a fit subject for the attention of our national congress. It rises to a dignity and an importance seldom
equaled or surpassed in our history.... We appeal to our delegates from every territory to be watchful and considerate, and to
stand together for the far west, remembering that 'in unity there
is strength.' ""
Westerners rarely achieved the sort of unity the Rocky Mountain News called for, except in their attacks on the territorial system and Indian policy. In these areas, western needs and eastern
shortcomings combined to foster creation of a fairly uniform
western image of the East as indifferent and ignorant. If, in the
process, western criticism of easterners — especially over the latter's attitudes toward Indians —seemed irrational and meanspirited at times, it must be remembered that the late nineteenth
century was a time of unbridled public rhetoric. The negative
images of easterners that western editors and politicians constructed provided an ironic counterpoint to their equally outrageous and even more frequent descriptions of western resources and opportunities. A Dakota editor, might, for instance,
lash out at ignorant, uncaring easterners in one column, while in
another tout "Southern Dakota [as] the most productive spot in
the world" in order to lure some of those easterners to the

57. Daily Rocky Mountain News, 26 Oct. 1867.
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Both modes of exaggeration reflected the westerners'
desire to propagandize their own interests and to secure changes
in national policies and attitudes that would benefit their region.
Such attitudes and dependencies are still apparent today.
58. Madison Sentinel, 23 Nov. 1883, quoted in Grant K. Anderson, "Politics and
Prosperity in Dakota Territory, 1883: Lake County as a Case Study," South Dakota History 14 (Summer 1984): 147.
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